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Details of Visit:

Author: stu1
Location 2: Close To Town Centre
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 28/10/04 6pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 110
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Thai Charm
Phone: 01234212180

The Premises:

Been here before, nice establishment but in need of some updating. Rooms equiped with jacuzzis.
Paid ? 30.00 for room for one hour. Could have had room for ? 20.00 for 40 mins. ? 80.00 to Julie
included sex in multiple positions, oral with and without and a fantstic massage. For an extra ?
20.00 anal would have been available.  

The Lady:

Julie was one of six I was offered, had the cheekiest smile. About 20 petite lovely long dark hair,
slim, small but firm breasts,  

The Story:

Welcomed with a nice lingering kiss while jacuzzi filled. Retired to the jacuzi together. Good
attention to all the right spots while she washed me. THen proceeded to uncovered oral also in the
jacuzzi and then rubbing pussy and arse against my knob.

Dried up and moved to the bed, Julie then commenced with one of the best massages that I have
ever had I thought at one point that it would never end and we would run out of time but there was
no rushing Her.

Then on to the main event, more oral without then on with the rubber jacket and sex commencing
with mish, then on to doggy then cowboy lots of french kissing, tit sucking and pussy licking thrown
in for good measure. She was very responsive.

Finished off by wipping off the hood after which Julie wanked and sucked me to completion. Didn`t
swallow but let me coat her tits and throat in cum.

Still no rush. Showered dressed and left. One of the best experiences as a punter i have ever had.
This is about the fourth time that I have used this establishment over the years and this was the
best experiance that I have had to date. Recommend that you ask to see the girls first instead of
taking the one offered. Two out of the four that I have been previousley were poor punts.  
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